
Soné basic thermophysioal problems of
nucleate pool boiling

J»lkde;)Bki

In spite of abundance of experimental data on heat transfer
in pool boiling the state of knowledge on this topio seems
to betf unsatisfactory* The various recommended formulas show
sometimes enormous discrepancies, which indicate that these
formulas» based on definite experiments» very Often can not be
extrapolated and utilized for other working conditions»
Since pool boiling data represent a basis for flow boiling
calcóla tic,-3, and the latter are of great importance in many
industrial branches including nuclear reactor engineering,
the problem of pool boiling should be considered as one of the
most important in heat transfer*
In order to learn the mechanism of the phenomenon further
experimental and analytical studies are needed» the scope o£
w¿hich should be more thermophysioal than technical» Hereafter
a few problems of pool boiling will be discussed» and some
hypotheses presented* She following lines base on personal
opinions of the present author, and some ideas need experimental
verification*
Incipient nucleate boiling»
Boiling is preceded by convection without nucleation wherefcy
liquid at the heated wall is superheated» and the amount
of superheat is A£«
Babbles begin to grow and depart at some value of superheat
whiohdlaracterizes. the begin of nucleate boiling» The value
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dependa very strongly upon liquid subcooling ATC» and

greater the latter the greater the former. The next factor
influencing the value ÁT¿ is the surface geometry» namely
in such a sense that e*g* boiling on thin wires begins at
higher AE± than in the case of flat plates*
Decisive on incipient boiling is the influence of actual micro-
geometry of the heated surface* This miorogeometry is due to
machining conditions and to the properties of foreign solid
particles suspended in liquid and desorbed onto the surface*
The research of surface microgeometry is a difficult and
tedióos problem which» however, must be solved at least*
She essential feature of. the miorogeometry is the statistical
distribution of cavities defined by characteristic radii R¿«
This distribution determines a certain maximum radius R1,
wj&hioh governs the incipient nucleate boiling. The smaller R̂
the smoother the surface and .the greater the value ASi of the
begin of bubble formation.
The problem of incipient nucleate boiling has been studied by
the present author [1»2] • Por axisymaetric vapour nuclei of
semiellipio/idal shape the following approximate formula was
derived

. «ft,~ ' •>• 'A1
where

and Ot denotes the heat transfer coefficient in the conditions
preceding the nucleate boiling*
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fhe heat flux at the begin of boiling is equal to

«here

is the subcooling.
In natural conveotion on a horizontal flat plate the proportion

is ttfte, wherefore the ¿eater the subcooling the greater
and the greater should be the superheat ¿1T¿.
Simultaneously the higher value of the heat flux q¿ is obtained*
Similar situation occurs in the case of very thin wires, and aost
likely one nay assume RI » D/2, where D denotes the wire diameter.
According to Mikheev for very snail Rayleigh numbers it is

* 1/2, whence

and the heat flux eguals

this yields

which is shown in Pig.1 for the case of water at athmospherio
pressure* Circles denote experimental data of Kaznoysky and
Sviridenko £3].
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fluía it can be seen that liquid subcooling is very important
in the study of incipient nucleate boiling» The value of 4?o
most "be controlled very carefully in experiments. This can be
done e.g. by multilayer the naos tat in g of the pool in which the
investigated heating element̂  is immetfed.
Because of the influence of the temperature gradient at the
surface on the begin of boiling the pattern of natural convection
currents may be of importance» Considering for instance the case
of a flat horizontal plate one may observe convection cells
in which the temperature gradient is smaller in the centre of
rising liquid; therefore at these places the nuclei become
activated sooner» This hypothesis should be verified experimen-
tally» of course, in order to be sctee whether the incipient
nucleation site is wholly accidental or wholly determined by
hydromechanics of the natural convection currents.»
The possibility of independence of the incipient boiling condi-
tions upon later conditions of stabilized nucleate pool boiling,
connected with the known phenomenon of hysteresis, be also noted»
Boiling on thin wires.
The study of boiling on very thin wires has no technical impor-
tance, and the physics of the problem differs essentially from
the case of flat plate or circular J5 tube» In particular» the
possibility of wire burnout preceding incipient nucleate boiling
which has been stated experimentally {3}» is a characteristic
feature of that geometry. A similar phenomenon does not occur
for geometries of greater characteristic dimensions ,• where
virtual nuclei are of the shape of sphere and the like.
In the case of a very thin wire of diameter of several microns the
vapour nucleus may be of the shape of an annulus, surrounding
the wire» A primitive model of such a nucleus of thickness h
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and width s la shown in Pig. 2. For this nucleus the thermody~
namical potential /Helmholtz function,/ may be calculated taking
into account the temperature distribution, and an extremist in
respect of the parameters h and s may be found*
This yields two equations» determining the dimensions of the
vapour nucleus, and it follows that in certain conditions,
understood as critical, the width a grows infinitely* In these
conditions, illustrated by the curve in Pig. 3, incipient boiling
coincides with the wire burnotft* The corresponding heat flux
is the greater the smaller is the wire diameter, and the greater
is the subcooling* The described phenomenon has been observed
f3j at wire .diameters smaller than 10 microns* Experimental
difficulties connected with realisation of studies with such
extremely thin wires should be noted*
Characteristics of the surface state*
The state of a surface machined and covered with deposits
/contaminated/ may be described mathematically by the statistics
of micvocavities n¿/ft¿/, where n¿ is the population, or the
number of cavities of radius R¿ - per unit surface projection*
The total population of cavities or virtual nuclei equals

where Rk is the radius tt of smallest cavities, and R^ that of
the greatest* The dimension R̂  determines the begin of nucleate
boiling, and the partial cum

ït'M
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is equal to the number of vapour columna /bubble chains/ in the
regime cf isolated bubbles'after the activation of nuclei of the
class RJ,
The characteristics of the microgeometry iij/Ŝ / might be found
by means of a tedioas analysis of the profilograms, or on the
basis of interference pictures* On the other hand, by use of a
profilometer the mean square roul|ghness may be found, the latter
being perhaps identic with the mean square cavity dimension R__
defined by the formula

/11/
The surface occupied by a cavity of dimension R¿ is proportional

oto RÍ • wherefore the sum

f. /12/£»f
Thence it may be concluded that

f

Thus profilometer measurement of the surface microgeometry
yields mostly the value of the total number of cavities*
Por more accurate study of the surface state the profilograph,
and not profilometer, is needed*
The purpose of such investigations follows from the fact that
during the boiling experiments the measurement of contaminated
surfaces is difficult, if not impossible. However, although the
deposits may change the conditions of cohesion, and adhesion,
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knowing the global data for clean mid dirty surfaces one may
judge about the microgeometry of contamine; bed surfaces»

First crisia of boiling,
This problem has been always and is now very vividly disputed
what regards its mechanism and cause. There exist two main
opinions» the first of which suggests the transverse coalescence
of bubles on the heating surface to cause the first crisis» end
the second beldfcfeSs ftt to be a phenomenon of hydrodynaœical
instability, These statements should be finally clarified and
analyzed both theoretically and experimentally,
The problem is urgent because - on the contrary - it seems that
a unique opinion about the reason of the crisis of film boiling
does exist. In the case of a flat horizontal plate this is a
typical instability problem of the Taylor type» in which the
mass forces and the surface tension forces govern the phenomenon.
Turning to the first crisis /or the crisis of nucleate boiling/
ÍÍ seems that the theory of Helmholtz instability, as applied
by Zuber and Berenson» is a misunderstanding,
That analysis consists in assumption that before the crisis there
flow upwards vapour jets in selected places of a horizontal plate»
and besides the liquid flows downwards. The instability of such jets,
results in breaking into chains of bubbles» and therefore the
theory based on such a model may be useful for determination of
the regime in which vapour jets exist /e.g. boiling on glass/,
These jets are formed in effect of theEongitudinal coalescence of

Jr

bubble chains.
From theory and empirical correlations based on the mentioned
analysis of Helmholtz instability model it follows that the first
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critical heat flux does not depend upon the surface state* This
conclusion is very often objected, because in many experiment^
it has been stated beyond douni that; the surface roughness has &
very great influence on the first critical heat flux.
Assuming that tie boiling curve Q(AV depends upon surface
roughness and suggesting the existence of a certain criticalY. «̂
superheat ̂'tyj » which is inpf&ident of the surface state, one
nay obtain the value °f ̂ ĵ dependent upon surface roughness.
Such criterion of the first crisis of pool boiling has been
proposed and developed by the present author on the basis of
instabilityanalysis of two two-phase layers without taking into
account the surface tension forces. Average densities of these
layers are different, because in the boundary layer the bubbles
grow up to the departure moment after which the waiting period
follows, whereas in the upper layer the vapour bubbles flow with
approximately constant rise velocity.
Such an analysis applied to the regime of isolated bubbles yields
low critical superheats, which indicate merely the transition
from that regime to the regime of vapour mushrooms /a more complex
form of big bubbles/. Nevertheless the similar analysis as applied
to the regime of vapour mushrooms gives sufficiently high values
of critical superheat, which show that such an approach is reaso-
nable and further studies of this idea are promising*

Problems of bubble dynamics*
She problem of bubble growth is still an object of interest a&
well experimental as theoretical. Also the conditions of bubble
departure are not thoroughly researched as yet. Incertain condi-
tions /low pressures, reduced gravitational acceleration/ the
bubble departure results from the action of friction forces, inertia
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In the so called classical conditions the departure diameter
follows from the balance of surface tension and buoyancy forcea»
Then the contact angle playa a significant- rôle, a quantity
which is defined in references by three surface tensions acting on
three interphase surfaces /liquid-vapour; vapour-3±gzdb! wall;
liquid-wall/.
Recently Bieniaes JVj has measured the values of the contact
angle in the cace of liquid boiling on a surface of a heavier
lew-volatile liquid, non-miscible with the former» In this case
all three surface tensions «T, Grander we re measurable, whereby
the measurements were carried out by several methods and compared
with literature data* From the formula

COS

often met in references, the values of cos{& far greater than
unity have been calculated, which indicates that this formula is
false* The measured contact angle was observed in the limits 35-50
degrees* These results show that in the balance of surface tensions
supplementary forces of adhesion must be introduced. This fact has
been already mentioned in the literature of the problem»

of nucleate poo:;, boiling»
Up till now much /perhaps toomuch/ attention has been paid to
the analysis of the regime of isolated bubbles, which covers
about 10 percent of the boiling curve* There is evidence, however,
about other forms of vapour phase, namely jets /resulted from the
longitudinal coalescence/ and mushroom-bubbles /resulted form the
transverse coalescence/«X& seems that the latter £mc form is
especially important and should be carefully analyzed-at first
theoretically* I¿ is supposed that after the moment of transverse
coalescence on the heating surface a great flat vapour bubble
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covers a group of liquid drops formed from bubbles by inversion,
These problems» as well as, tine question of drop evaporation atid
the conditions of transition of the drop into spheroidal state t
have been studied very fragmentarily.
It should be pointed out, that such an analysis may result in
new criteria for the first orisis of boiling.
In %he regime of isolated bubbles the number of bubble chains
/columns/ is equal to the number of activated nuclei, whereas
in • ¡le regime of mushroom-bubblos the number of chains is
i- íviív\derably smaller, because one big bubble "co-operates"
v>itii sometimes some scores of nuclei» In connection with that the
¡¿umber of vapour "columns" in the regime of mushrooms may be

less important than in the case of isolated bubbles.

Stabilized nucleate boiling»
Having in view the phenomenon of hysteresis one should utilize
for stabilized nucleate boiling theory only these boiling curves
<£(AT) , which have been obtained with decreasing heat fluxes*
Recently the present author has revised [J>] his nucleate boiling
theory fsj , and some simplified formulas follow therefrom. One
of them may deserve attention; it is valid for the regime of
mushroom - bubbles» in which the number of bubble columns does
not influence essentially the phenomenon» The derivation of that
formula is exceptionally simple. It is assumed that a qua si statio-
nary temperature distribution Tift/J, representing certain average
conditions, exists in the liquid. At the wall y « 0 the tempera-
ture gradient determines the heat flux, namely
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Vapour babbies grow according to the law

V Iderived by Bosnjakovic; in the above formula o(fr denotes tho
heat transfer coefficient at the bubble surface /interphase
surface/*
If V/ denotes the i velocity of centre of mass of the bubble»
then the coordinate y is connected with time t by the
relationship dy/dt » w .
Therefore

or utilizing /16/

/w

At the wall it is y « 0, and T « TW> T-T8 » Aï» D » DO ,
«here DO denotes /by assumption very small/ initial bubble
diameter* In such conditions it may be therefore assumed that

Substitution of /18-19/ into /15/ yields

/20/

Subsequently the Colburn analogy

fPrj mi
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nay be taken into account, and this procedure yields

She quantity DC, as it has been said, is the initial value
of bubble diameter* During stabilized boiling this quantity
does not depend upon the dimensions of a cavity, in which
the primary nucleus has been situated, because the departing
bubble leaves On the place a small bubble of diameter incompa-
rably greater than the dimensions of the primary nucleus* This
"abandoned" little bubble grows somewhat at first, and afterwards
condenses a little during the waiting period due to the approach
of cooler liquid to the wall* Simultaneously the liquid grows
warmer, and this results in subsequent growth of the bubble up
to the moment of departure. In this way the dimension DC must
depend not upon microgeometry, but upon the conditions of expe-
riment* It can be also assumed that this dimension fulfils the
equation /1/ for Rj » DC/£ at TW-TS »̂ 3P and o< • q/A Ï» Thus

gfi,_"
whence

If the second term in the denominator is small in comparison
with the first, then
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which substituted into /22/ yields

//VÍ̂ /26/

This simplified correlation may be expressed in non-dimensional
numbers in the form .

53* 5
where

and

The constant C0 in equation /2?/ is equal to about 0,12 for
water /data of Cichelli and Bonilla/» 0,15-0,16 for sodium
at 800 - 900°Cf and 0,15 - 0,18 for cesium at -500 - 800°C.
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